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I NTRODUCTION

A PPLICATION 1: L ANGUAGE M ODERNIZATION

• Historical documents are an important part of our cultural heritage.
• The linguistic variation in historical documents has always been a
concern for scholars in humanities.
• Human language evolves with the passage of time.
• Orthography changes depending on the author and time period.
• e.g., the data in LALMEa indicate 45 different forms recorded for
the pronoun it, 64 for the pronoun she and more than 500 for the
preposition through.
• This language barrier limits historical documents accessibility
mostly to scholars.
a Linguistic

Goal: Make historical documents accessible to a broader audience by
generating a new version of the document written in the modern version
of its original language.
Examplea :
As thou art to thyself.

Yes, as much as you look like yourself.

Such was the very armour he had on

The king was wearing exactly this armor

When he the ambitious Norway combated.

when he fought the king of Norway.

So frowned he once when, in an angry parle,

And the ghost frowned just like the king did once

He smote the sledded Polacks on the ice.

when he attacked the Poles, traveling on the ice in sleds.

’Tis strange.

It’s weird.

a John

Crowther (2003). No Fear Shakespeare: Hamlet. SparkNotes.

Atlas of Late Medieval English.

A PPLICATION 2: S PELLING N ORMALIZATION
textbfGoal: Achieve an orthography consistency by adapting the document’s spelling to modern standards.

S YSTEM A RCHITECTURE
Client (web browser)
User

Server

x1 , ..., xJ

Old sentence

Examplea :

y1 , ..., yI

Feedback

Bien responde la esperança

Bien responde la esperanza

en que engañado he viuido

en que engañado he vivido

al cuydado que he tenido

al cuidado que he tenido

de tu estudio y tu criança!

de tu estudio y tu crianza!

PHP
Initial hypothesis

y1 , ..., yi0

0
, ..., yI0
y1 , ...,yi0 , yi+1

Encoder
Decoder

PHP

Constrained
Search

PHP

Alternative
hypothesis

a Fred F. Jehle (2001).

Works of Miguel de Cervantes in Old- and Modern-spelling. Indiana
University Purdue University Fort Wayne.

R ESULTS

C ONCLUSIONS
• We presented a demonstration of two MT applications to historical
documents.
• We described its client–server architecture and developed a website
to facilitate the use of the system.

F UTURE W ORK
• Improve our website’s front end.
– Create a better visualization of the hypothesis.
– Visualize relevant attributes of the neural system to
understand better the model predictions and behavior.
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